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2005-2006 erosion of the Adobe Creek New Year Feature (NYF) revealed items suggesting that hasty 
deposition of household possessions occurred during efforts to stem impacts of the 1837-1839 smallpox 
epidemic at Rancho Petaluma. Research indicates that unique NYF items represent prized possessions, if 
not heirlooms, belonging to people who achieved a status somewhat higher within the hierarchy of servants 
living on the flat below Mariano G. Vallejo’s imposing ranch home. That is, those fulfilling trusted domestic 
activities lived closer to the family enclave, but still within the servants’ residential area. NYF valued goods 
also incorporate metal articles such as brass buttons, equine tack decorations, jewelry, a knife blade, and 
cabinetry hardware. We anticipate that these and other NYF metal objects will support the supposition 
regarding localized tiered living arrangements; and, possibly suggest that individuals or families engaged 
in activities other than domestic service. 
 

The early 1830s Mexican Republic era frontier north of San Francisco Bay fell under the authority 
of Mariano Guadalupe Vallejo, who was charged largely with halting Russian intrusion inland from their 
coastal outpost (Figure 1). Mid-1830s dispersion of Mission San Francisco Solano properties and 
establishment of Sonoma Pueblo meant Vallejo divided time between Sonoma and Rancho Petaluma 
headquarters, where construction of a massive adobe fortress-like structure continued for a decade (see 
Figure 1). Petaluma Adobe Historic State Park (PAHSP), on rising hills at the base of Sonoma Mountain, 
encompasses a noteworthy remnant of this period in California history. 

New Year’s Eve 2005-2006 floodwaters scoured the east bank of Adobe Creek, simultaneously 
overflowing onto an adjacent floodplain, within PAHSP (Figure 2). The collapsing creek bank exposed the 
pit-like cross-section of a conspicuous below-surface feature. Emergency recovery of “New Year Feature” 
(NYF) cultural materials from oozing mud and swirling water revealed a “time capsule” of household and 
personal possessions ranging from Historic period Native American materials to Mexican Republic era 
goods (Parkman 2006, 2007). Additional artifacts were swept onto the silt-blanketed pathway of the 
inundated flat as well as into the stream bed. Adobe Creek flows south at the edge of the floodplain, 
downslope from Mariano G. Vallejo’s former Rancho Petaluma hilltop headquarters. Eventually the creek 
joins Petaluma River, which continues flowing south into San Pablo Bay. Within the park, the ancient 
floodplain forms a flat that archaeological studies ascertained delimits the residential area for personnel 
attached to Vallejo’s ranch operations (Silliman 2000, 2002). 

During 1996-1998 field investigations, Stephen W. Silliman (2002:3) established that Adobe Creek 
flat is one of few “rancho-affiliated California Indian sites ever recorded or researched” on the northernmost 
Mexican Republic era frontier. Archaeological excavation designs during the three-year study maintained 
minimal distance of “10 m to 30+ m away from the stream bank.” Subsequently, park personnel observed 
stream erosion of the embankment avoided during archaeological site studies. In order to retrieve artifacts 
at risk and to determine cultural site boundaries, investigations were conducted toward bank stabilization 
against future loss. To these ends, 15 1.5-x-1.5-m units were stepped down in 0.50-m increments from the  
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Figure 1. Mexican Republic frontier north of San Francisco Bay, with the locations of Mariano G. Vallejo’s 
Rancho Petaluma Adobe, the Russian settlement at Fort Ross, and Mission San Francisco Solano/site of 
Sonoma Pueblo and Sonoma barracks. 
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Figure 2. Mariano G. Vallejo’s Petaluma Adobe and vicinity of the New Year Feature (now destroyed). 

 

top of the embankment to the stream bed. In order to halt Adobe Creek bank erosion within the cultural 
site, vegetation was planted along the stream, over areas subjected to archaeological investigation (Silliman 
2002) (Figure 3). 

The 2005-2006 storm waters swept away erosion control plantings, and portions of the 
embankment Silliman examined, as well as an estimated 1.5 m of additional stream embankment, resulting 
in cross-section exposure of the NYF (Parkman 2006) (Figure 4). The NYF appears to be the west-end 
cross-section of a trench situated nearly perpendicular to the creek, sufficiently distant to prevent stream 
encroachment. As a consequence of historic period placement, the trench was beyond Silliman’s excavation 
prior to the plantings. Current research suggests that during nineteenth-century flat occupation, this trench 
drained periodic stream overflow, such as occurred during the 2005-2006 storm event (Figure 5). 

Previously, we considered attempts to check ravages of the 1837-1839 Miramontes smallpox 
epidemic sweeping through North Bay populations, included hasty disposal of possibly contaminated 
possessions into the existing trench (Alvarez and Parkman 2014). NYF analyses suggest the materials 
represent one family’s belongings, including heirlooms and articles evocative of a household’s elevated 
status within the community (Alvarez and Parkman 2014, 2015). Specific NYF artifacts, a clamshell disk 
bead manufacturing kit and large sherds of Puebla Blue-on-White Mexican majolica, are exceptional finds 
for the northernmost Mexican Republic era frontier and seem to validate these concepts (Figure 6). 
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Figure 3. 2001 photograph of Stephen Silliman’s stepped excavation on the Adobe Creek east embankment, 
planted with vegetation to prevent erosion. 

 

 

Figure 4. The 2005-2006 flooded Adobe Creek; the arrow highlights the exposed cross-section of NYF in 
the east bank of the creek. 
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Figure 5. Flooded field, an aftermath of Adobe Creek overflowing its embankment onto the adjacent flat 
during the 2005-2006 storm event. 

. 

 

Figure 6. NYF exceptional objects: shell component of clamshell disk bead manufacturing kit (left); 
Mexican majolica Puebla Blue-on-White sherds (right) (Alvarez and Parkman 2014, 2015). 
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Mexican and local native people serving the Vallejo home(s) most likely lived, or spent time on, 
Adobe Creek flat. Maria Copa Frias, a Coast Miwok whose maternal great grandmother was transported 
from Ecta-Tamal (Nicasio, Marin County) to Mission San Francisco, as well as Tom Smith, a Bodega Bay 
Miwok born in Coleman Valley, Sonoma County, told ethnographer Isabel Kelly of family associations 
with Vallejo (Collier and Thalman 1991:22-25). Maria Copa Frias’ Mexican great-aunt worked for Mrs. 
Vallejo, and Tom Smith told Kelly that his half-brother Bill Smith’s maternal aunt worked for Vallejo. 
Maria Copa Frias also recalled that her Mexican grandfather (paternal) was “one of Vallejo’s captains” 
(Collier and Thalman 1991:26). 

It is supposed that certain individuals within the servants’ residential area fulfilled trusted domestic 
activities, such as child care, and, while residing on the flat, were as close as possible to the Vallejo family 
enclave in order to respond to immediate needs. Serving in a position of confidence or extra responsibility, 
this individual or family no doubt had increased opportunities for receiving special gifts that may have 
become cherished belongings (Alvarez and Parkman 2015). Valued goods, including those inferring status, 
include certain NYF metal materials. Specific NYF items of utility or statements of status and elements of 
personal worldview support the theory that localized tiered living arrangements are detectible within the 
servants’ living area. Several metal objects reinforce this idea; others verify that someone within this, or a 
nearby, household performed duties of greater complexity than tasks integral to domestic service. 

Analytical tools for interpreting 281 NYF metal items pointed toward categories based on Binford’s 
(1962) three major subclasses related to function. Binford’s (1962:217) terminology--“technomic, socio-
technic, and ideo-technic,” intended to address “processes of change” within classes of material culture--is 
limited for interpreting materials from the documented historic-period context under examination. 
Nonetheless, Binford’s functional subclasses are guides toward language for interpreting NYF metal items 
representative of a delineated time period, in a unique area, marked by an extreme event. That is, the “time-
capsule”-like feature from a North Bay Mexican Republic era frontier site seems to be a consequence of 
efforts to minimize transfer of a disease impacting regional populations. Research directs interpretation of 
NYF metal as “items of utility,” “statements of status,” and/or “elements of personal worldview.” Grouping 
NYF metal objects into three categories required that some fall into subcategories and multiple major 
categories. For example, spur parts and equine tack are utilitarian; however, due to the status of horse-
mounted tasks, these represent more than utility. 

Of the NYF’s 281 metal items, 43 are miscellaneous metal fragments not included in interpretive 
analysis. These are materials deteriorated beyond recognition. The remaining 238 items largely fall into the 
items of utility category, 150 being whole or fragmentary hand-wrought (n = 3), square cut (n = 142), or 
wire nails (n = 5), and one (intrusive) screw tip. Forty items are food cans or container fragments such as 
pail rims. Many of the remaining 47 items fall into multiple categories. Twenty-nine are listed in Table 1 
as items of utility. These include cast iron kettle fragments (n = 10), a likely kettle hanger, a musket ball, 
lead shot, and a rake tine or plow point. Items possibly significant relative to the supposition that at least 
one person was delegated tasks beyond domestic duties include a knife blade, a scabbard liner, and a spike-
tipped counterweight, as well as a needle fragment. NYF items of equine tack (n = 7) and spur parts (n = 
4) also contribute to this idea. 

Items of utility include kettle fragments (n = 10). Kettle body fragments are thin-walled and slightly 
concave; a rim sherd with an annealed eyelet for use as a bale hanger and a triangular foot from a kettle 
base indicate the fragments are from domestic cooking kettles rather than the larger, heavier types 
commonly used on nineteenth-century California ranchos for tallow rendering. One “S”-hook listed under 
equine tack may be a kettle hanger. 

Another item of utility is a possible rake tine or plow tip. The earliest discussion of grain cultivation 
appears in Vallejo’s letter to Governor Figueroa dated January 8, 1834 (Vallejo 1834a). The letter’s content 
focuses on the recalcitrance of Mission Solano’s “minister” toward colonists planning to settle the region. 
Vallejo writes that he countermanded mission orders, sending two settlers “to plant crops at that same place  
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Table 1. Items of utility. 

ITEMS OF UTILITY DESCRIPTION NUMBER ADDITIONAL NOTES 
Nails and nail frags Handmade, cut, wire  150 Sizes vary (bulk are hand wrought or cut) 
Screw tip Metal 1 Possibly intrusive to assemblage 
Can? Fragments Metal 40 Barely distinguishable as can fragments 
Kettle: rim, body frags, 1 leg Iron : Some body frags 

raised band to fit trivet 
10 

fragments 
Graduated thicknesses, curved fragments, circle loop 
annealed to rim, ½” hole. Leg 2”  

S-hook – kettle hanger; spur 
chain 

Metal 1 Similar in shape & weight/gauge as kettle hanger; also 
similar to spur/equine chains 

Rake tine/plow point Iron, pointed tool tip  1 Appears hand-wrought 
Musket Ball Lead, perfectly round 1   
Lead shot Lead, 1/8” diameter 1  
Spike-tipped counterweight* Iron: hand-made, 

4½”L, tapered cylinder 
shape  

1 Sharp spike on narrow end. One large hole for fastening 
to flagstaff or lance. 

Knife blade Metal 1 Typical clasp knife blade 
Scabbard liner Tin? 1 Handmade, folded to conform to knife tip 
Needle Unknown material 1 See Clamshell disk mfg. kit (A&P 2014**) 
Equine Tack 
Harness rein fastener Unknown metal 1 Deteriorating badly 
S-hook for chain; kettle 
hanger 

Metal 1 Similar to spur/equine chains also similar in shape & 
weight/gauge as kettle hanger  

Hooks or links Metal 4 Spur heel or harness chin chain ; two linked 
Light chain links Metal  1 Possible chin chain 
Spur Parts 
Jingle Bob Fastener Unknown material 1 Handmade link fastener; compare to S-hook identified 

as bridle chain part 
Filigree heel chain hanger Unknown material 1 Rusted but shape and style matches 19thC illustrations 
Jingle Bobs w/o stems Lead; 5/16th diameter  2 Similar to shot, these have distinct impressions where 

stems were attached 
* Items in italics may be classified in more than one category; **Alvarez and Parkman 2014 

 

of Petaluma,” while he “undertook to plant a wheat field of ten fanegas.” In later descriptions of objects 
manufactured at Rancho Petaluma, Vallejo claimed that, among many items, they made farm tools (Vallejo 
1837:294). This may be the fragment of a locally made tool, a sharply pointed object suggesting a broken 
rake tine, or a plow point such as those fastened onto a piece of wood, as described by Walter Coulton 
(1850): a plow is “a piece of wood in the shape of a ship’s knee, dress it down a little with a dull axe, and 
spike a piece of iron to the lower point.” As disparaging as Coulton’s remarks are, in 1843, Vallejo’s “wheat 
and barley crop amounted to 72,000 Spanish bushels” (Vallejo 1889). Despite reported crop success, this 
type of plow tip might be only marginally effective and easily broken away from the wood frame in local 
stony soils. 

Fifteen items are utilitarian but also fit into the category “statement of status” (Table 2) (e.g., 
denoting rank) or represent “elements of personal worldview” (e.g., belief and/or heirlooms). Italicized in 
Table 1, a spike-tipped counterweight, a knife blade, and a knife scabbard liner may be classified as items 
that are statements of status. A broken needle in Table 1 also is considered a statement of status item, as 
well as a possible element of personal worldview. The needle fragment appears repurposed as a drill 
component of the previously reported clamshell disk bead manufacturing kit (Alvarez and Parkman 2014). 
Although perhaps an heirloom, it is possible that a site resident engaged in bead manufacture and/or basket 
making. These tasks, by nature, seem to be “statements of status” and, due to the lack of similarly reported 
materials elsewhere, seem unusual in a local Mexican Republic era traditional native home. 

Subcategories of “equine tack” (n = 7) and “spur parts” (n = 4) are utilitarian, but due to their 
association with a specific rancho activity (livestock management), separate the user(s) from domestic 
and/or field laborers. These items also are included in Table 2 as statements of status. Of the remaining 20 
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Table 2. Statements of status. 
ITEMS OF STATUS DESCRIPTION NUMBER ADDITIONAL DESCRIPTION 

Appearance 
Ring Unknown material 1 Size indicates likely woman’s finger ring 
Hairpin Unknown material 1  
Phoenix button Brass; type I1s2 1 No. 2, mfg. ca. 1820s traded into area 
Shank button with hunt 
scene 

Brass? 1 Reverse has hand-etched military epaulets and crossed 
swords 

Fabric button form Metal, crudely cut into 
disk; 7/8” diameter 

1 No markings; comparison of similarly sized/shaped disks 
failed to find match 

Equine Tack 
Harness rein fastener Unknown metal 1 Deteriorating badly 
S-hook for chain; kettle 
hanger 

Metal 1 Similar to spur/equine chains; also similar in shape & 
weight/gauge to kettle hanger 

Hooks or links Metal 4 Spur heel or harness chin chain ; two linked 
Light chain links Metal  1 Possible chin chain 
Spur Parts 
Jingle Bob Fastener Unknown material 1 Handmade link fastener; compare to S-hook identified as 

bridle chain part 
Filigree heel chain hanger Unknown material 1 Rusted but shape and style matches 19thC illustrations 
Jingle Bobs w/o stems Lead; 5/16th diameter  2 Similar to shot, these have distinct impressions where stems 

were attached 
Cabinet/chest 
Oval iron hinge Iron 1 Typically used to fasten tail and front straps on leather chest 
Lock Plate Iron 2 Has hole in center; broken into 2 pieces 
Strapping Iron 10 1 bent at angle; 1 with nail hole in one end 
Pintel Iron? 1 Hinge 
3 Unusual Items 
Needle Unknown metal 1 ?Drill for clamshell disk bead mfg. kit, also a possible 

heirloom (A&P 2014) 
Knife blade Metal 1 Typical clasp knife 
Scabbard liner Tin 1 Handmade, folded to conform to knife tip 
Spike-tipped Counterweight Hand-forged iron, 4½”L 1 Sharp spike on narrow end of cylinder shape; hole for 

fastening to flagstaff or lance 

 

items in Table 2, six are associated with appearance suggesting potential for interpretation in terms of 
adornment relative to an individual’s status within the workforce community. 

Several items imply that a mature woman was present in the household. Although broken and 
twisted, a small-sized finger ring suggests a woman’s plain wedding band. Marriages between Christianized 
Indians and between “gente de razon and Indian women” are reported from Mission San Francisco in an 
1813-1815 questionnaire/response formulated by the Spanish Secretary of the Department of Overseas 
Colonies (Geiger and Meighan 1976:17, 69). Presumably, once Mission San Francisco Solano was 
established, marriage solemnities were performed prior to 1835 secularization or as long as a priest was in 
residence. Suggesting such a likelihood in consultation with Kelly, Maria Copa Frias stated that Mission 
San Rafael priests found her maternal grandparents “living together and made them marry” (Collier and 
Thalman 1991:26). 

While interpretation of the ring’s purpose is conjecture, its presence in the NYF is unusual as well 
as evocative. Implication of a married woman or a wedded couple suggests individual experience and quite 
possibly formalized pre-secularization mission skills training. These attributes allude to the stability 
required for attending to Vallejo family needs while in residence at either the rancho or at Vallejo’s Sonoma 
family home. The second item of possible feminine adornment is a broken hairpin that seemingly 
corroborates period hairstyle portrayals of mature women’s braided hair secured up on their heads. While 
these feminine items lack ornamentation, other items of adornment are decorative, meant to enhance 
appearance and possibly infer status. 
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Rare finds for the immediate area, a brass Type I1s2 “Phoenix” button and a brass decorated shank 
button, are apparently masculine garment decorations, possibly received on clothing as rewards, signifying 
rank or status (Figure 7). While brass Phoenix buttons are found elsewhere in the region, this is the first 
documented at Petaluma Adobe (Parkman 2009). This Phoenix button most likely was among those 
manufactured in England about 1820 for King Christophe of Haiti. The king’s button order failed to reach 
Haiti and through the 1830s trade was dispersed into areas along the Pacific Coast and points inland from 
Oregon to Baja California. Phoenix buttons were found at cultural sites on the lower Columbia River and 
singly or in small quantities in the Hawaiian Islands; at Nez Perce National Park, Idaho; on the California 
coast at Fort Ross and Bodega Bay; and at sites near Petaluma Adobe (Sprague 1998; Strong 1975). Emory 
Strong (1975:80) remarks that while it is unclear how Phoenix buttons “arrived in the States,” sufficient 
information is known “for their use as horizon markers and evidence of extended trade distribution.”  

Four Phoenix buttons were recovered from Sonoma Barracks, east of Rancho Petaluma (Farris 
1981:13, 13a; Felton 1977:103), and several were retrieved from Coast Miwok village sites in Marin County 
(Dietz 1976; Parkman 2009; Slaymaker 1977:164, Fig. 62). Referring to Arnold Pilling’s unpublished 
typescript and notes, R. Sprague (1998:70) lists a Phoenix button from the James Goethe Adobe in Sonoma. 
Phoenix buttons have raised lettering, “Je Renais De Mes Cendres” (“I rose from my own ashes”) 
surrounding a crowned Phoenix rising from a nest of flames over a regimental number. The NYF button is 
embossed with “No. 2”, representing Haiti’s Second Regiment, or Regiment of the Queen. 

The second button is a brass shank livery button. To date, there is no documentation for a button 
similar to the NYF embossed shank button (Figure 8). This button is embossed on the front with an animated 
hunting scene (Figure 8a): an alert hound seems to watch over its shoulder toward a wind-blown tree where 
the hunter apparently just stepped out of view. A long gun is propped against the tree trunk, and a powder 
horn, game pouch, and hunting horn hang from the tree branches. Deer antlers are on the ground, and 
swirling atmospheric elements surround the scene. Obscured capital letters and various hand-etched 
elements are on the reverse side (Figure 8b). The button’s reverse side is complex. Interpretation of etched 
elements includes fringed military epaulets, a sword crossed over a rolled banner, a recurve bow, a 
campaign hat, and lettering partially obscured by patination (Figure 8b). The design appears amulet-like 
and may have been worn suspended around the neck. While there is no confirmed explanation for this 
idiosyncratic artwork, the fringed epaulets, campaign hat, and sword are reminiscent of uniform decoration 
associated with military heroes, including the hidalgos of an earlier generation and frontier fighters such as 
General Antonio López de Santa Anna who, a short time prior to the estimated disposal of this artifact, 
overwhelmed the tejanos at the Alamo, a former Franciscan mission near San Antonio, Texas. 
Alternatively, such an amulet may have represented support for the military arm of the young Mexican 
government prevailing in California until the mid-1830s (Jones 1979; Weber 1982). 

A crudely hand-cut disk of undetermined metal may be the form for a cloth-covered button. 
Extensive research and comparison of this object with other similarly sized and shaped metal disks 
eliminated tokens, shotgun cartridge bases, and stamps or seals. The hand-cut size suggests that the disk 
probably was a component of a finished object, such as a covered button. 

It is likely that the brass buttons and possible cloth-covered button embellished garments in the 
period style of decorating men’s clothing. Manufacture of men’s and women’s clothing, especially 
garments of those who enjoyed a good economic position, was a feminine art and featured elaborately 
embroidered silk and wool fabrics with worked buttonholes. “Poor people,” according to Antonio Coronel, 
wore similar styles of clothing made of less costly materials. Until colonial families arrived from Mexico, 
men wore “knee breeches slit six inches on the outer side and adorned with ribbon or braid and four to six 
silver buttons,” or buttons of other metals, depending on the individual’s relative prosperity. After colonists 
came north, “Californians took up the long pants buttoned from hip to ankle on both sides” (Coronel 2001). 
Elsewhere, we learn that clothing often was payment for services rendered (Cesar 2001:469-475; Fremont 
1845:174). Strong (1975:79) emphasizes that native people on the “lower Columbia were excessively fond 
of apparel of any kind, not for protection but as a prestigious decoration.” Items of clothing, with or without
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Figure 7. NYF brass no. 2 Phoenix button (A); new button for comparison (B). 

 

 
 

Figure 8. Hunting scene brass livery button; a, front; b, reverse. 

 

buttons, may be interpreted as rewards or payment, readily enhancing an individual’s status. The NYF 
buttons may be remnant status symbols. 

“There has never been, in the history of the world, a man who took more seriously the skills of his 
craft than the vaquero” (Rojas 1964:40). The California of the Mexican Republic era frequently is 
characterized by the dramatic culture that grew up around vaqueros’ livelihood, that is, management of vast 
livestock herds. Stretching back into pre-New Spain history, developments in horsemanship included 
techniques and equipment dating to Moorish invasions of the Iberian peninsula (Rojas 1964). The La Jineta 
riding heritage brought by conquistadores to New Spain, then into Alta California provided vaqueros a 
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technique for guiding mounts with pressure of reins held in the left hand and using feet for signaling speed 
and turns, requirements for successful herd management born from mounted combat. “Indeed, this starting 
and stopping the horse and the speed in the dashes and starts decided the outcome of battle” (Rojas 
1964:50). In California, men occupied themselves nearly exclusively with tasks devoted to cattle and 
horses: roundup, branding, and slaughter. Thus, as horsemanship brought to the Americas from the Moors 
via the Spanish, saddlery, bits and reins, and what men wore became specific to the particular activity in 
which they were engaged (Rojas 1964:29-30; Rubin de la Borbolla 1980:28). 

Alta California vaqueros were engaged in energetic occupations, brutal for men and animals, 
demanding skills and strength to meet the challenge. A style of equine tack and masculine adornment 
flourished to reflect, even on the untried northern frontera, the superiority and harshness of this spirited 
vocation. Vallejo (1889) reported the presence of a blacksmith shop at Petaluma Adobe “for making 
saddles, bridles, spurs, and many other things for horsemen.” 

Recognizable NYF spur parts, although items of utility, also are listed as statements of status (Table 
2) because they represent activities undertaken by men who seldom engaged in tasks other than those 
associated with mounted herd management. Possibly manufactured at Petaluma Adobe, NYF spur parts 
include a filigree heel chain hanger (Figure 9), a jingle bob fastener, and jingle bobs lacking stems. Broken 
and/or twisted chain links, although similar to harness chin chain links, are identified as segments of heel 
chain. A final item of equine tack is a badly deteriorated and broken bit piece for rein attachment. Seemingly 
similar bridle hardware is illustrated among 1824 Mexican cavalry equipment in Military, Historical 
Documents (Nieto-Brown-Hefter 1958:Plate IIh) and is described by Rojas (1964:53) as “the La Jineta bit 
called freno de candado … [with] very short shanks curved in the form of an S.” A pair was forged to the 
bit for rein attachment and acted as levers when the reins were pulled. Despite the NYF item’s poor 
condition, it seems to fit the bridle piece described. In autumn 1833, M. G. Vallejo “endeavored to begin 
in a small way settlements at Petaluma and Santa Rosa. Ten heads of families, fifty persons in all, agreed 
to settle at the former place, hitherto unoccupied” (Bancroft 1885:255). 

It is not yet determined when Vallejo’s northern frontier activities required people to live on the 
Adobe Creek flat. Perhaps, as indicted in Vallejo’s October 3, 1833 letter to Governor Figueroa, settlers 
sent to cultivate acreage in Petaluma and Santa Rosa Valleys were heralds of colonial beginnings under 
Vallejo’s terms rather than colonization edicts mandated in Mexico (Bancroft 1885:225). According to 
Hubert H. Bancroft (1885:255), all that is known of this venture is described in three Vallejo letters to 
Figueroa. In spring 1834, Vallejo petitioned for 10 square leagues of land “known as Petaluma” and listed 
his livestock--“500 heifers, 100 mares, 90 broken horses, and 100 sheep”--pastured in the area (Vallejo 
1834b). By early summer, Vallejo acquired the first 10 leagues of Rancho Petaluma. In the land grant decree 
dated June 21, 1834, Figueroa stipulated that house construction must be evident within one year, “and it 
must be inhabited.” In 1835, secularization of Mission San Francisco Solano left neophytes to seek 
Vallejo’s protection against local non-mission Indians and colonists. Immediately, just as skilled and 
unskilled manpower was required, Vallejo’s work force expanded. 

Cultivation and livestock management required intensive labor. Many people also were essential 
for the manufacture of huge numbers of adobe bricks for construction of the two-story ranch house and 
outbuildings Vallejo envisioned. In an 1899 letter to Nellie Denham, Vallejo wrote that house construction 
took a decade, “and it was of immense proportions owing to its having different departments for factories 
and warehouses” (Vallejo 1889). It seems Vallejo began house construction within the stipulated period of 
Figueroa’s 1834 rule. In spring 1836, he was still at Petaluma “directing the construction of the large house 
which I was building for the use of my family” when a strong earthquake shook the state from San Diego 
to north of San Francisco Bay (Vallejo 1836:77). 

Archaeological studies and historic-period accounts indicate that, at various times, many people 
lived in permanent or semipermanent housing within the delimited residential area. Research suggests that 
the population at times expanded to include Vallejo’s military personnel, vaqueros reporting to 
headquarters from outlying areas, seasonal field hands, and servants attending rancho visitors. Most of this 
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Figure 9. Filigree heel chain hanger, one of several spur parts identified in the NYF assemblage. 

 

population probably expected to serve Rancho Petaluma for a long time, establishing living arrangements 
accordingly. Within two years, however, beginning in spring 1837, the Miramontes smallpox epidemic 
overtook the community. 

Inclusion of chest or cabinetry hardware in the NYF assemblage suggests this household anticipated 
an extended stay, either in quarters near Vallejo’s Sonoma home or when accompanying the family to 
Rancho Petaluma. Need for storage and transport of valued items indicates a reasonably substantial 
household. Commonly, small chests or cabinets, portable and able to fit into confined spaces, were found 
in frontier homes. José del Carmen Lugo’s 1840s reminiscence of rancho life documents the presence of 
transportable chests for storage of personal items. Lugo says that a family’s “one thing of value, namely, 
the little chest” went with them when they planned to be away from home (Lugo 1950). Presence of a 
cabinet or chest is revealed in NYF metal items: a lock plate in two segments, a small cabinet/chest pintle 
hinge, and strapping fragments. A distinctive oval iron hinge for connecting lid and tail straps on hide chests 
also was identified (Simmons and Turley 1980:139-140, Plate 8) (Figure 10). 

Three interesting items--a knife blade, a knife scabbard liner, and a pointed terminus of a lance or 
flagstaff--suggest tools for diverse tasks beyond Vallejo household responsibilities. Comparison of the NYF 
knife blade with a variety of blades from the period suggests that it is typical of Spanish or Mexican 
“navaja” (peasant) style traditional folding blade/clasp knives. Another possibility for the presence of a 
knife in the NYF is suggested in historic documents. In spring 1833, Figueroa sent Vallejo to Fort Ross to 
purchase rifles, muskets, cutlasses, saddles, shoes, and lead, most of which he acquired (Bancroft 1886:161-
162). Julio Carrillo, in a November 1, 1875 Santa Rosa Democrat narrative, says, “The Russians were 
friendly to the Californians … [bartering] knives for otter skins or the skins of beavers and bears” (Carrillo 
1875). The knife scabbard liner appears to be repurposed metal, hand-shaped to fit the inside a cloth or 
leather knife scabbard. Coronel (2001:451) says, “The knife was also of first importance. It was carried in 
a sheath on the outside of the right boot, fastened to the bootlace.” 
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Figure 10. Cabinetry hardware: oval hinge for connecting the lid and tail straps on hide chests. 

 

The hand-forged pointed counterweight probably balanced a lance or a flagstaff (Figure 11). 
Examples of lance counterweights include Indo-Persian, hand-forged spikes fitted to wooden shafts; a 
similar item is depicted in a 500-year-old Aztec painting (Ahlborn 1980:23, Fig. 11). Alternatively, the 
pointed end could be thrust into the ground to stabilize a flagstaff as shown in the Mexican Military Historic 
Documents, Plate XIVc illustrating a “Caball. Voluntaria del Sur – Southern Volunteer Caval., 1847” 
(Nieto-Brown-Hefter 1958:Plate XIVc). Presence of this distinctive object in the NYF suggests that an 
individual performed tasks beyond domestic service. There is high probability that this person was a soldier 
or guard traveling with Vallejo’s family between Sonoma Pueblo and Rancho Petaluma’s fortress-like 
compound. Suggesting verification of this idea, as mentioned, compilations of Maria Copa Frias’ family 
information included her Mexican grandfather (paternal) who was one of Vallejo’s captains (Collier and 
Thalman 1991:26) 

Investigation of this historic situation is an opportunity to apply “indirect insight into human 
behavior as it is preserved in the archaeological record, documents, and human memory” (Schuyler 1978). 
Regarding archaeological context, Robert Schuyler (1978:269) says, “Archaeological data present the 
researcher with one of the strongest lines of evidence for reconstructing past human behavior.” However, 
“for all its strengths … the [material] record is uncommunicative” concerning cultural beliefs and values 
that give meaning to objects. 

Examination of California Mexican Republic era assemblages often results in the interpretation of 
social stratification between gente de razon and the peonage that served them (e.g., Felton and Schulz 
1983). The current interpretation as well as previous papers regarding NYF materials primarily concentrates 
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Figure 11. Hand-forged counterweight: possible terminus for either a lance or a flagstaff. 

 

on inferences pointing toward one or two families residing close enough to serve Vallejo’s family in 
positions of confidence and potentially receiving objects of reward and/or maintaining items of family 
value. Such items also support the conjecture of a tiered hierarchy within a delimited workforce residential 
area that was devastated by disease (Alvarez and Parkman 2014, 2015). Although it seems clear that the 
trench’s original purpose was to drain the residential area during periodic inundation, and that it was a 
repository of refuse, such as dietary debris and broken glass and ceramics, it also seems probable that it was 
put abruptly into service as the closest prepared location for emergency deposit of a family’s possibly 
contaminated personal possessions, probably in response to the documented spread of the 1837-1839 
smallpox epidemic.  

The feature’s proximity to the Vallejo family enclave, as well as distinctive items and the departure 
of these unusual objects from materials expected to be associated with a servant’s household, pressed for 
innovative analysis of a wide variety of metal items. Many NYF metal objects substantiate the supposition 
that person(s), possibly a married couple, residing near the eventual depositional trench were individuals 
of elevated status within the community. Documented information of likely ethnic demographics and 
historic recollections provide insights into the source and use of material goods as well as possible life 
scenarios. Social stratification within the workforce residential area, suggested by brass buttons, spur parts, 
and a hand-forged counterweight among other items, also appear to confirm that an individual in this 
household performed duties related to horse-mounted military and/or guard positions rather than domestic 
tasks. 

Table 3 provides a summary of the metal items discussed, with artifact collection accession 
numbers (P1482-x-xx) for reference.  
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Table 3. Summary of metal items discussed.  

P1482  N P1482  N 
1-11 Ferrous nails  2  Spur & Bridle Parts  
1-20 Ferrous nail 1 3-72 Jingle bob fastener Spur part 1 

1-21 Ferrous nail frags 2 3-8 Heel chain hanger – filigree 1 
2-16 Square cut nails 2-3” 12 6-43 Hooks, 2 linked  4 
3-55 Ferrous square cut nails 15 4-59 Jingle bob (5/16”dia) 1 
3-58 Wire nails 4 6-42 Jingle bob (5/16”diameter) 1of 2 in bag  1 
4-65 Cut nails  85 4-14 Bit hand forged, badly deteriorated 1 
6-44 Cut nails  11 4-56 S hook chain; kettle hanger 1 
7-2 Cut nail head 1  Cabinetry Parts  
8-23 Handmade Nail  1 9-25 Misc. fragments possible strapping 7 
8-24 Nail fragments 2 9-22 Strapping 4.9cm x 2.5cm 1 nail hole 1 
8-24 Nail fragments 2 6-46 Strapping 3 1/8”x1 1/8” bent 1 
8-25 Nail fragments 2 4-57 Oval iron hinge for chest closure 1 
9-23 Nails various sizes 6 3-10 Lock plate in two parts w/small nail or tack  2 
9-24 Nail fragments 4 4-63 Pintel for cabinet door 1 

 Total nails 150 8-22 Screw tip 1 
2-5 Kettle rim frag. Annealed 

eyelet  
1 3-70 Button: shank, hunt scene; reverse etched with 

military elements 
1 

3-7 Kettle v-shaped leg  1 4-54 Button: Phoenix, brass 1 
3-9 Kettle body frags  3 4-60 Jewelry: Woman’s ring  1 
7-10 Kettle body frag. 1 4-61 Hook, partial hook & eye or small chain link 1 
6-45 Kettle body frags  2 4-62 Needle repurposed part of Clamshell Disk Bead 

Manufacturing Kit 
1 

3-57 
Kettle body frags (2/7 pieces in 
bag) 

2 4-12 Hair pin 1 

4-13 
Rake tine/Plow tip 1 2-2 Disk fabric button form 7/8” diameter 1 

4-58 Musket ball (.55”) 1 7-3 Misc. iron frags 3 
6-42 Lead shot 1 of 2 in bag (1/8” 

diameter) 
1 4-74 Misc. frags 4 folded 38 

4-64 Knife folding blade (see status) 1 3-11 Shaped metal; scabbard liner 1 
7-12 Can fragments 40 9-21 Spiked counterweight 1 

 


